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About Tottoli
Tottоli GSM - company that provides services on one of the
dynamically developing markets - FMC convergence (unification
of mobile and fixed connections).
The sphere of company interests covers business patterns for
MVNO, IVR, VAS, Roaming and mobile banking.
The company focuses on integrated development, offering a
client easy and understandable solutions in the field of
telecommunication and mobile marketing.
Our main goal is to offer tools and technologies that will allow to
create optimal patterns on the basis of VOIP and GSM.
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Fast: Fill in the form or contact us.
Easy: User friendly administrative panel.
Profitable: Your own rates.
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For operators

MultiSIM
Opportunities for operators
Tottoli business model is based on the need of subscriber to cut the number of SIM cards and make them easier to use,
while maintaining access to services, and even more clear need for the operator to get a new Subscriber with minimum
value of engaging, by offering a unique service. These very needs we serve with our cloud-based project. Functional
platform provides two global interaction interfaces: "Operator (service provider)-Tottoli» and «Tottoli-Subscriber (service
consumer)».
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How it works:
Downloading the link (not the profile, but just a link to it) to your own profile in cloud Tottoli, operator provides global
access to its services for visitors worldwide.
Next step in the technological chain is the integration of the billing component. Tottoli is able to provide real-time access
to the detailization and the withdrawals of the subscriber. Business model involves a single payment instrument to
recharge a single personal account of the subscriber and the unified access to detail expenses for all installed profiles and
statistics.
If we describe the algorithm entry into the service with the eyes of the operator, the result is an attractive, economical and
innovative model of entering new markets:

downloading SIM-profile
directly on subscriber
SIM-card by the means of
OTA;

registration at the global
portal as a service
provider;
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interaction with the
technical support of the
platform for emerging
issues;

monthly profit distribution.

For traffic providers

Increase your traffic usage
Tottoli GSM works in the B2B sector with companies
from all over the world. Our clients are different
companies from banking, touristic and security
sectors as well as those who are interested in
arranging their own cooperate network. They have
created their own mobile operators in order to
expand their scope of activities and in order to
maintain our service at a high quality we are looking
for new traffic providers.
Tottoli GSM would be happy to start long term and
mutually beneficial partnership with trustworthy
traffic providers.

Representative office in Great Britain:
+44 203 322 27 25
Representative office in Russia:
+7 499 649 60 67
info@tottoli-gsm.com
www.tottoli-gsm.com

